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LINEAR AND NONLINEAR CIRCUITS, GENERAL INFORMATION


FUNCTION FITTING


TIME-FUNCTION GENERATION


“Analog-to-Pulse-Width Converter Yields 0.1% Accuracy,” N. Robin, EDN, November 1, 1970.


*Data Sheets, Models 350, AD351 Comparators, Analog Devices.


"Triangular and Square-Wave Generator has Wide Range," R. Burwen, EDN, December 1, 1972.


**INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT**


**SIGNAL PROCESSING**


**COMPUTING AND CONTROL**


**LOG, LOG RATIO, AND ANTILOG CIRCUITS**


MULTIPLIERS AND DIVIDERS


"Characteristics and Applications of Modular Analog Multipliers,” E. Zuch, Electronic Instrumentation Digest, April 1969.


"Don’t be Fooled by Multiplier Specs,” R. Stata, Electronic Design, 6, March 15, 1971.


"In IC Form, Hall-Effect Devices Can Take on Many New Applications,” M. Oppenheimer, Electronics, August 2, 1971.


**PIECEWISE-LINEAR APPROXIMATIONS, POWERS & ROOTS, MISCELLANEOUS**


INDEX

A
ideal diode in, 13, 108, 116, 133, 361-364
with squaring, 8, 118-119, 204, 485
Accuracy specifications, see individual devices
AC,
in testing, 197-198, 264-269, 315-322, 324-326, 384, 386, 408-414
“logarithm”, 4, 19, 20, 101-104
Adaptive control, 141, 162
Adjustment range specifications, see individual devices
AGC, see Gain
Alarm circuits, 155-156
Amplifiers, see specific circuit application
Analog computing, see Computing
Antilogarithm, see also Exponential, and logarithms, 12, 38, 98-104, 149-150, 151-153, 184-188, 191-193, 195, 200, 233-238, 294-299, 333, 350, 371-373, 400-403, 467-481
base change, 472-473
errors, 473-475, 479-481
in compression-expansion, 98-104
in exponent circuits, 16, 149-150, 369-387, 469
in transducer linearizing, 151, 476-481
in sinh⁻¹, 19-20, 101-104
options, 470-473, 478-479
principles, 12-13, 184-185, 191-192, 467-469
Approximations, see Functions, also specific function
Average, 87, 104-111, 114-117, 132-135, 240-244, 389-416
“ac” (mean absolute), 17, 19, 104-110, 389-393
per-cycle, 107-108, 114-115, 414-416
running, 17, 105-108, 110, 389-393, 406, 414
B
Bandwidth specifications, see individual devices
Base-emitter voltage, see Log circuits, principles
Base, of logs and exponentials, 10, 12, 165, 180, 183, 184, 467, 472-473
Bodé plots, principles, 174-178
Bounds, 4, 13, 24-26, 76-77, 94-97, 155-158, 348-349, 351-361
Breakpoints, see Piecewise-linear
Bridge
linearizing, 41, 42, 89-92
reference compensation, 7, 90-91, 121
C
Calculators, role of, 44, 49, 58
Classification circuits, 27, 156-157
Coefficients, setting, see Scale factors
Comparators, 2, 3, 4, 14, 15, 25, 26-27, 70-77, 112-114, 130, 155-157, 327, 363, 365-367
hysteresis in, 15, 27, 70-77, 112
in classification, 156-157
in jump and window functions, 26, 27, 70-77, 130, 155-157
Compensation, temperature, 3
  discontinuous approximations, 356-357, 365
logarithms, 11, 12, 19, 153, 174, 179-186, 417-421, 447-448, 455
multifunction devices, 372
multiplier circuits, 216, 217-221, 234-238, 330, 333
root mean-square, 401-403
Compression (and expansion), signal amplitude, 10, 19, 20, 88, 97-104, 121, 123, 126-127, 440-444
Conformity, log, see Logarithmic circuits
Conformity specifications, see individual devices
Constants, see Scale factors
Continuous functions, see Functions
Conversion
  A/D and D/A, 14, 22, 82, 83, 88, 98-102, 114, 120, 140, 162, 365-367, 387, 415-416, 440-444
  polar-to-rectangular, 22-23, 49-52, 60-64, 158-161, 371
  rectangular-to-polar, 20-21, 117-120, 158-161, 371
  rms to dc, see Root mean-square
  sign-magnitude to bipolar, 204, 299, 365
  voltage to frequency, 14, 73, 76, 78-81, 83-85, 136-141
Convolution, 153-154
Correlation, 153-154
Crest factor (c.f.), 109-110, 391, 396, 402-413
Cross-coupling, see Multipliers, linearizing
Crossplots, in testing of multipliers and dividers, 228, 229, 231, 232, 253, 254, 263, 264-269, 278, 291-292, 316-322
Current
  inverter, 54, 57
  measurement, 151-153
  -voltage relationship in transistors, 165-174

D
Data acquisition, 17, 87-122, 145-153, 155-158, 440-446, 464-466, 476-481
Data reduction, 87, see also Data acquisition
Dead zone, 4, 13, 25, 26, 77
  in hysteresis, 27, 28
Decibel (dB),
  defined (pragmatically), 122
  measurements, 10, 19, 105, 120-122, 456, 463
Denominator, constraints in
  log-ratio circuits, 447, 454-458, 462, 466
  multifunction modules, 371, 381, 383, 384
Difference, measurements, 55-57, 113, 114-115, 263
of vectors, 41-42, 160-161
Digital approaches to analog non-linearity,
analog-digital circuits, see
Conversion
read-only memories (ROM's), 31, 65, 67, 82, 83, 144, 365-367
Diode function generators, see
Piecewise-linear
Diode, "ideal",
as logarithm, 3, 10-11, 165-171, 448-452, 457, 458-460
as switch, 4, 13, 14, 52-55, 94-96, 108, 116, 133, 351, 357-365, 400
Discontinuities, see Functions
Dither, in squaring, 8
Dividers, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 271-326, 483
adjustment and testing, 315-326
dynamic range, see Denominator errors, see also performance, 274-279
in square-rooting, 9, 18, 20-21, 40-41, 110-111, 117-118, 149-150, 160-161, 370, 381
offsetting for 2-quadrant operation, 298-299
polarity (quadrants), 271-273
principles and circuit design, 271-299
inverted multiplier, 5, 6, 7, 38, 140, 279, 280-286
log-antilog, 6, 10, 294-299, 369-373
transconductance (direct division), 6, 287-294
relationship to multiplier, 6-7, 281-284
Doubling, frequency, 8, 24, 114-116, 130-132, 255, 485, 486, 499-502
with linear amplitude response, 501-502
Drift specifications, see individual devices
Duty cycle, 72, 109, 129-130, 240-244, 391-392, 407, 409, 412-413

E
Ebers and Moll equations, 167
Energy measurement, 5, 105, 114-117, 390, 392-393
Error measurement, see individual topics
Error specifications, see individual devices
Expansion, signal, see Compression
Exponential (see also Antilogarithm), 3, 12-13, 38-39, 43, 45-46
77, 81-82, 100-104, 147-148, 151, 165-171, 184-188, 191-193
236, 401, 467-481
time-constant measurement 147-148

F
Feedback, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14.
Feedback (continued)

15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22-23, 24,
25, 27, 38-43, 48, 60-63, 70-81,
84-85

see also
all Log topics
Dividers, inverted-multipier
Functions, implicit
Functions, inverse
Gain control, automatic
Oscillators, Generators
Phase-locked loops
Powers and Roots
Root mean-square
Square roots
Filters, voltage-controlled

Feedthrough errors in multipliers,
205, 209-212, 222, 227, 230-233,
239, 246-248, 252-255, 261, 263,
264-265, 267, 268, 336, 340-
341, 343-344, 345, 486-488,
490, 492-493, 497-501

Feedthrough specifications, see in-
dividual devices

Filters, 105-111, 113, 114-117,
124-125, 131, 132-144, 390,
398-402, 404, 414, 500-502
voltage-controlled (VCF), 123,
138-142

“Form factor”, ratio of root mean-
square to mean-absolute deviation
of a waveform, 109, 391

Frequency
determining, 65-85, 123, 130-
132, 136-144, 497-502
doubling, 8, 24, 114-116, 130-
132, 255, 485, 486, 499-502
tripling, 131

Function fitting
analog, 29-64, 92-97
digital, 31, 82-83, 123, 144,
365-367

in time-function generation, 65-
70, 76-77, 81-82, 82-83

Functions
arbitrary, 29-31, 43-59, 65, 76-
78, 92-97, 108-111, 114-117,
142-144, 154, 351-387, 390
discontinuous, 3-4, 13-15, 24-28,
31, 43-44, 52-55, 56-57, 70-
78, 81-85, 93-97, 107-117,
129-134, 142-144, 155-158,
351-367
implicit, 39-43, 48-52, 60-64,
90-91, 110-111, 117-120, 134-
135, 149-150, 157-158, 160-
162, 370-371, 381-382, 398-
402
inverse, 6-7, 12, 31, 37-40, 90-
104, 126-127, 132-138, 139-
140, 184-185, 191-192, 279-
286, 365
jump, 3, 4, 13-15, 26-27, 70-78,
80, 83, 84-85, 109, 130, 133,
155-158, 351, 391
linear transfer, 29, 105-106, 138-
142, 174-178
multivalued, 27-28, 29, 70-78,
112
of time, 65-85, 126-144, 147-
148, 153-154, 366-367, 376-
377, 389-416
piecewise-linear, see Piecewise-
linear
smooth, 3, 55-56, 60-64, 67-68,
78-81, 89-96, 98-105, 114-
122, 124-130, 134-135, 138-
141, 145-153, 158-163, 369-
387
trigonometric, 4, 20-23, 34-37,
49-52, 60-64, 78-81, 82, 109,
117-120, 127-129, 133-138,
158-161, 497-502
window, 4, 26-27, 155-158
Gain control, automatic (AGC), 68, 79-81, 123, 124-126, 127-129, 136, 486, 498
Gain setting
  multipliers in, 5, 32-33, 36-37, 42, 73, 78-81, 90-92, 124-125, 126-127, 128, 130, 138-141, 151-153, 162, 163
see also Scale factors
Generators, diode function, see Piecewise-linear
Generators, waveform, 15, 22, 65-85, 127-129, 142-144
  analog-digital, 82-85
  characteristics of, 66-70
  one-shot, 66, 77, 78
  sine-wave, 22, 65-70, 78-81, 127-129
  square-wave, 71-78
  sweep, 81-82
  triangular-wave, 71-78
Grading applications, 27, 156-158

H
Hoerl equation, 46
Hyperbolic sine, see Sine
Hysteresis, 2, 4, 27, 29, 70-78, 112
  hysteretic comparator, 70-77
  linear hysteresis, 26, 27, 28

I
Ideal diode, see Diode
Impedance measurement, 117
Implicit, see Functions, implicit
Input specifications, see individual devices
Integrated circuits (IC’s)
  application suggestions, 344-349
  characteristics, 327-330, 336-337
dynamic trimming, 342-344
monolithic, 2, 327-350
practical use of, 344-348
prospects, 349-350
see also Multipliers
selection, 339-342, 483-494
specifications, 336-338
testing, 339-344
vs. modules, 327-330, 336-337
Inverse, see Functions, inverse
J
Jump, 26, 27, see also Functions
L
Laser-trimming of integrated circuits, 329, 331, 342-344
Light measurements, 19, 120-122
  147, 444-446, 464-466
Limits, see Bounds
Linearity defined, 1
Linearity specifications, see individual devices
Linearizing, 10, 16, 29-31, 88, 89-97
  bridge output, 31, 41, 42, 89-92
  cathode-ray tube, 31, 162-163
multipliers, see Multipliers, linearizing
  phase demodulator, 134-135
  thermocouple, 31, 92-97
transducers (combined with A/D conversion), 365-367
Logarithmic circuits (Chapter 3-1)
  and exponentials, 184-185
  and hyperbolic functions, 4, 19, 20, 102-104
diodes, 165-171
dynamic errors, 193-194
dynamic stability, 174-178
error sources, 169-174, 179-184
in compression, 97-104, 440-444
Logarithmic circuits (continued)

log conformity, 190-191, 197
nomenclature and characteristics
(N vs. P), 186-188
performance and specifications,
188-194, 200-201
polarity, 166, 169, 179, 181,
185-188
principles and circuit design, 10,
11, 165-186
temperature compensation,
179-185
testing, 194-198
Logarithmic devices
adjustment, 195-196, 436-439,
473-475
applications, 417-502
antilogarithm, 467-481
log of single variable, 417-446
log ratio, 447-466
Log/antilog dividers, see Dividers
Log/antilog multipliers, see Multipliers
Log conformity error, 190-191, 197,
432-433, 457, 475
Log diodes, see Log circuits, principles
Log of single variable
adjustment, 436-439
alternatives, 417-426
basic log element, 417-420
log amplifier, 423-425
log transconductor, 420-423
application examples
data compression, 440-444
photomultiplier, 444-446
applications, 417-446
dynamics, 174-178, 426-430
performance and specifications,
188-194, 200-201, 431-436
Log-ratio applications, 447-466
alternatives
circuits using basic log element,
447-448, 458-461
log-ratio module, 461-462
choosing an approach, 462-464
design example: light-transmission
measurements, 464-466
device considerations, 452-458,
466
principles, 447-452
M
MAD, mean-absolute deviation, see
“AC average”
vs. mean, 108
vs. root mean-square (rms), 108-
110, 391-393
Mark-space ratio, 68, 71-78, 109, 391
Mass gas flow measurement, 149-150
Matching, monolithic, 3, 11, 418-420
see also “principles and circuit de-
design” for individual devices
MAV, mean-absolute value, see AC
average, MAD
Maximum ratings, 348, see also in-
dividual devices
Mean
geometric, \( E_O = ZY/E_O \), 9, 369-371
mean-absolute (mav, mad), see
Average
mean-square, 87, 392, 402, 415-416
see also Average
Measurement
of errors, see individual devices
of time constant, 147-148
power, 1, 58, 105, 114-117, 145-
146, 390, 392-393
Measure, extraction of, 87-88, 104-
122, 145-154
Median voltage measurement, 157-158
Meters (applications), 88, 121, 464
Modelling, see Functions, fitting
Modulator, modulation, 1, 65-70, 73-
75, 78-81, 83-85, 123, 129-130,
Multipliers, 4-6, 203-269, 483-502
adjustment and testing, 230-233, 262-269
errors, 209-213, see also performance
integrated circuits (IC's), 327-350, 339-344
incomplete IC's, 329, 337-338
linearizing, 230-233, 346
offsetting for increased range, 238-240
performance and specifications, 216-217, 220-221, 222-223, 226-229, 237-238, 241-244, 244-261, 337-338
polarity (quadrants), 203-204, 216, 221, 223, 233, 238-240, 241, 242
principles and circuit design, 203-244
integrated-circuit designs, 330-336
log/antilog, 204, 233-240
pulse height-width, 204, 240-244
variable-transconductance, 204, 214-233
Multiplying
practical applications, 483-502
selection guidelines, 483-494
techniques
combinations with division, see Dividers
D/A converters, 6, 140, 162, 327, 349, 415
frequency, see Frequency
Hall effect, 5, 204, 333
in squaring, see Squaring
log/antilog, 233-240, 333
magnetic, 5, 204, 333
pulse modulation, 240-244, 333
quarter-square, 5, 8, 204, 332
servo, 5
triangular-wave, 5
variable-transconductance, 214-233, 332-333
Multiplying (continued)

user notes
balanced-modulator applications, 129, 497-499
balanced modulator with automatic gain control (AGC), 498-499
buffering, 345
capacitive loading, 346-347
common-mode rejection, 495-496
frequency doubler with linear amplitude response, 501-502
linearity at low levels, 226, 491, 494-495
offset-pot location, 346
power-supply decoupling, 346
protection of IC’s, 348
scaling, 344
trimming, 345
warmup, 347

O
Offset specifications, see individual devices
One-shot
measurement, 87, 104, 111-114, 389, 414-416
oscillator, see Generators
Op amp, see specific circuit applications
Oscillators, 26, 65-85, 127-129
digitally-controlled, 82-85
voltage-controlled (VCO), 73, 78-81, 123
see also Generators
Oxygen concentration measurement, 151, 576-581

P
Peak (and valley) measurements, 87, 104, 105, 111-115, 126-127
Phase angle measurement, 105, 119, 120, 123, 132-138, 142
Phase-locked loop, 123, 134-138
Picoammeter without large resistors, 151-153
Piecewise-linear
breakpoints, 52-55, 93-97, 351-361
digital techniques, 365-367
“diode function-generators”, 2 3, 8, 13, 22, 23-24, 26, 43-44, 52-57, 76-77, 80, 93-97, 131-132, 351-367
discontinuous approximations, 351-367
Polarity
antilogarithm, 12-13, 186-188, 189-191, 468-469, 476-481
in dividers, 6, 7, 271-274, 280-281, 287, 289, 294, 298-299, 301-303
log circuits, 10-11, 171, 186-188 189-191, 198, 429-430, 440-446
in log-ratio circuits, 19, 454-457, 464-466
of absolute value, 23, 27, 361-362
of breakpoints, 53-55, 93-97, 351-355
-sensing (detection), 15, 23, 27, 155, 363
Polynomials, see Power series
Power-factor measurement, 116-117
Power measurement, see Measurement
Powers, computation of, 10, 16, 17, 46-47, 150, 369-387, 469
Power series, 16, 22-23, 46-52, 60-64
Power-supply ratings, see individual devices

Q
Quadrants, see Polarity
Quantizing, 15, 25, 155-157

R
Range, dynamic, see device or circuit
Ratiometric, 7, 120-122, 147, 464-466
Ratios
logarithmic, “dB”, 1, 4, 19, 105, 120-122, 147, 179-183, 193, 447-467
measurement of, 6, 7, 105, 120-122, 271-326
see also
Dividers
Multifunction circuits
Log ratio
Read-only memory (ROM), 31, 65-67, 83, 144, 365-367
Reciprocals
negative powers, 16
using dividers or multifunction circuits, 7, 370
Rectifier, full-wave, see Absolute value

Reference
antilogarithm, 12, 467-469, 472-475
divider, 6, 271, 282-283, 287, 291, 296, 301-303
in exponent circuits, 17, 369-373, 382-383
in oscillator circuits, 71, 73, 75, 76, 79-81, 83-85, 127-129, 136-138
log circuit, 10, 166, 179-180, 183-190, 196-197, 431-439
multiplier, 4, 36, 64, 203, 226, 237, 245-247
see also Scale factor
Response specifications, see individual devices
RMS, see Root mean-square
Root mean-square (rms) circuits, 4, 9, 17-18, 87, 104, 108-111, 389-416
devices, 389-416
circuit designs, 393-403
direct computation, 398
implicit computation, 398-403
thermal, 393-397
filtering and ripple, 398, 399-401, 404-406, 414
performance and specifications, 395-396, 397, 398, 399-400, 402, 403-408
principles, 389-393
testing, 408-413
implicit solution, 18, 40, 41, 110-111, 398-403
open-loop solution, 18, 110, 398
over very long periods, 414-416
thermal solutions, 394-397
vs. mean-absolute, 17, 108-110, 391-393
Roots, rooting,
computation of roots, 10, 16, 17, 369-387
see also Multifunction devices
see also square rooting
Root sum-of-squares, 20, 21, 41, 47, 88, 117-118, 390
RTI, RTO, errors referred to input or output; see errors and specifications for individual devices

S
Scale-factor specifications, see individual devices
SCR, root mean-square vs. average measurements in silicon controlled-rectifier circuits, 392
Segments, see Piecewise-linear
SERDEX TM, SERial Data EXchange systems, 88, 99
Shaping, wave-, see Generators
Signal-
compression, see Compression conditioning, 29-164
generation, see Generator, Oscillator shaping, see Generators
Sign-magnitude to bipolar, 27, 363, 365
Simulation, 2
Sine
approximating, 22-23, 43, 49-52, 60-64, 67-68, 158-159
hyperbolic (sinh), 20, 103
inverse hyperbolic (sinh -1), 4, 19-20, 102-104
use of implicit feedback in fitting, 43, 49-52, 60-64
sine-wave generators, 65-68, 78-81, 127-129, 142-144
sine-wave measurements and manipulations, 87-88, 108-117, 124-144, 145-146
testing, uses of sine wave, see individual device tests
Sinh (hyperbolic sine), see Sine
Smooth functions, see Functions
Spectrum analyzers, 141-142
Square-law, see Squaring
inverse vs. implicit, 40
multiplier as, 5, 38
odd-function, 10
Square-wave generator, see Generators
absolute-value in, 8, 21, 24, 118, 485
odd-function, 8
Stationary process, 17, 87, 105, 109, 389-393
Straight-line function, see Piecewise-linear
Strain-gage
linearization, 41-42, 89-92
reference variations, 7, 90-91, 120-121
Summing
linear, 55-57, 263
see also
Root sum-of-squares
Vector
Sweep circuits, 81-82
in device measurement, see Crossplots
Switches, switching
electronic, 2, 3, 4, 13, 14
means, 14
quadrants, 23, 204, 361-365, 485
see also
Generators
Piecewise-linear
Synthesizers
music, 142-144
waveform, see Generators
T
Tables
Bias-current errors in log circuits, 172
Bridge linearization function, 91
Checklist of multiplier parameters, 261
Chromel-constantan thermocouple function, 93
Comparative summary of log modules, 426
Comparison of log transconductor (752) and complete log module (755), 192
Conditions for rms-circuit dc tests, 410
Corresponding parameters of multipliers and dividers, 283
Divider performance tests, 315
Dynamic range vs. signal/noise (log compression), 101
Equipment for testing dividers, 316
Equipment for testing log circuits, 194
Equipment for testing multipliers, 262-263
Equivalent input and output errors of log operators, 188, 434
Errors of assumption that sin θ=θ, 134
Frequency response of log circuits vs. level, 194
Functions of multifunction circuit, 370-371
Log base-change, 431
Log-diode errors vs. hFE, 170
Multiplier applications guide by key feature, 490
Multiplier test matrix, 264
Output errors of exponential as a function of K variations, 475
Response time of log circuits as a function of level, 193, 429-430
RMS, mad, and crest factor, for various waveforms, 109, 391
Roots and powers of various ratios, 380
Round-number values of Vbe and temperature, 166
Selection criteria for op amp with log transconductor, 423
Selection guide for 4-quadrant multipliers, 492-493
Signal-to-noise of bipolar compression expansion, 103
Signal-to-noise of log compression, 100
Slopes of power and root functions near zero, 376
Specifications of dividers, 302-303
Specifications of log modules, 200-201
Specifications of log-ratio modules, 466
Specifications of multipliers, 246-247
Specifications of multifunction circuit, 383
Specifications of rms circuit, 405
Static accuracy test chart for divider, 325
Typical nonlinear relationship, 30
Tangent approximations, 134-135, 159 160 tan⁻¹, 22-23, 119-120, 158-160
Temperature range and performance, see individual devices

Time-constant measurement (exponential decay), 147-148

Time-function generation, see Generators

Thermocouple, see Linearizing

Transconductance
  dividers, see Dividers
  multipliers, see Multipliers

Transdiode, see Log circuits, principles

Transistors
  as log elements, see Log circuits
  in integrated circuits, see Integrated circuits
  in multiplication, see Multipliers

Triangular-wave generator, see
  Generators

Trigonometric, see Functions

V

Valley measurement, see Peak

Vector error in multipliers, 257

Vectors, 20-23, 117-120, 158-161
  difference, 41-42, 88, 160-161
  resolution, 158-161
  sum, 4, 9, 20-21, 24, 41, 88, 105, 117-120

Voltage-controlled amplifier (VCA), see Gain setting

Voltage-controlled filters (VCF), see Filters

Voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO), see Oscillators

Voltage-to-frequency, 83-85, see
  Generators

W

Warmup in integrated circuits, 329-330, 339-340, 347


Window functions, see Functions

Z

Zeroing, see individual devices — adjustments